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We are committed to provide a safe 
environment for our visitors and personnel. 
By following these procedures, we ensure 
that all program modules and meetings 
are safe to attend. 

During the pandemic, food is served either as individual 
portions or at a buffet, depending on the guidelines 
currently in effect. We change service utensils often 
and disinfect surfaces frequently. We request to adhere 
to safety distance when fetching and eating the food.

Please reserve enough time for your arrival, and keep a 
safe distance to others when entering the building. Please 

note that elevators can only carry one person at a time.

We recommend our guests to stay mainly inside own 
training facility and its immediate proximity, avoiding 

unnecessary stay in the common areas. There will be other 
visitor groups in our premises during the training day.

Kitchen and catering personnel use gloves and respiration 
masks while preparing and handling food items.

We take extra caution in disinfecting the bathroom facilities, 
door handles, and surfaces such as coffee machine touch 
screens during the day.

If you suffer from even mild symptoms such as respiratory 
difficulties, fever etc. known Covid-19 symptoms, we 
request you to take part in the training online. If you 
experience symptoms during the training day, please 
consult our staff. In the case of symptoms occurring, 
we kindly ask for an immediate departure due to the 
risk of infection.

Our training facilities have been arranged so that a 
two-meter safety distance is maintained while seated. We 
recommend that during the day, a minimum of one-meter 
safety distance is maintained in relation to other guests, 

faculty, and personnel in all situations. Only a few people 
are allowed in the bathroom facilities at a time. Please 

maintain the safety distance also in the queuing situations 
outside the facilities.

Please wash your hands meticulously e.g. when arriving 
from outdoors, before and after meals. We also have several 

points around our premises for disinfecting your hands. In 
the bathroom facilities we have soap, hand disinfectant, and 

disposable hand towels.


